Quality is assured by function tests according to original equipment criteria

Coverage of all key applications from 1990

Repairs at fair market value, making it a cost-effective alternative to new parts

Same warranty and function as new parts

**Bosch eXchange programme**
Modern brake parts are highly durable and it is mostly older vehicles that require repairs. Often new replacement parts can be valued above the cost of the car in which they are placed. Bosch eXchange presents a cutting-edge alternative to new brake calipers. With original equipment specifications and a market coverage of 90%, you’ll have a solution for almost every customer.

**As good as new. Guaranteed**
All recyclable parts are tested and checked for defects. After thorough cleaning, parts are made water and weather resistant through galvanization. Any wearing parts are discarded and replaced with new ones before reassembly. Finally each brake caliper is subjected to stringent functional and safety testing to guarantee Bosch quality.

**Brake Discs Summary:**
- Exchange programme offering cutting-edge alternative to new brake calipers
- Original equipment quality standards
- Range of brake calipers for all common brands